January 16, 2018
Hon. Joe Ceci
Minister of Finance, President of Treasury Board
208 Legislature Building
10800 – 97 Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5K 2B6
Dear Minister Ceci:
On behalf of 126 community chambers representing over 24,000 businesses across Alberta, the Alberta
Chambers of Commerce (ACC) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments and input as part of your
pre-budget consultations for Alberta Budget 2018-19. Our budget submission is enclosed for your
consideration.
As Alberta’s business community we share a common goal of creating prosperity for Albertans. To support
this goal, our members believe the Alberta Budget 2018-19 should deliver on three key outcomes: first, it
should outline an accountable pathway to balance Alberta’s Budget. To ensure that our province can
provide core services in the long term, we must cease borrowing to pay for operations today. Second, it
must take steps to reduce the costs to do business and improve Alberta’s attractiveness to investors, local
and foreign. Finally, resources should be dedicated to eliminate barriers preventing business growth in
high-opportunity sectors; identifying functional barriers and opportunities for growth would also be most
effective if undertaken in collaboration with business and industry.
As always, we as a network remain open to working with you and your colleagues to support Alberta’s
fiscal competitiveness and business growth in the province. At your earliest convenience, please contact
our President and CEO, Ken Kobly at 780.975.1659 or at kkobly@abchamber.ca so we can schedule a
meeting.
Sincerely,

Chris Dugan
Chair

Ken Kobly
President and CEO

CC: Hon. Rachel Notley, Premier of Alberta
Hon. Deron Bilous, Minister of Economic Development and Trade, Government of Alberta
Enclosures

2018-19 Alberta Budget
Submission

On behalf of the Alberta Chambers of Commerce (ACC) federation, we respectfully submit
recommendations to the Minister of Finance to inform the 2018-2019 Alberta Budget. These
recommendations reflect the priorities and concerns of the ACC and the 126 community
chambers of our federation who represent over 24,000 businesses in the Province of Alberta.
The ACC is unique in Canada in that every community chamber in Alberta is a member
of the provincial federation as well as the Canadian Chamber of Commerce.

Introduction
Prosperity is fundamentally connected to economic outcomes for individuals: availability of job
opportunities, achievement of financial security and well-being supported by public services like health
care. When their employer is considering layoffs and job opportunities are limited, an Albertan’s
opportunity for sustained prosperity diminishes. Since 2015, Alberta’s unemployment rate has reached a
high of 9% and continues to remain at 6.9%, compared to the national average of 5.7%i. Thousands of
individuals and families have struggled and continue to struggle to find the prosperity Alberta has
provided its citizens – and many Canadians – for decades.
Will Alberta’s economy once again be a driver of shared prosperity? The answer to that question remains
remarkedly undecided. Canada’s economy is improving, as is the global economy. There are signals that
Alberta’s economy is now also beginning to recover as external factors improve, but there are core
internal factors which play an equally important role in Albertans’ sustained prosperity. Fiscal prudence,
spending discipline, and rising costs of legislative changes – the trend of public policy and leadership is
currently working cross-purpose to support a business environment that will enable broadly shared
prosperity in the long term for Albertans. Alberta Budget 2018-19 is an opportunity to demonstrate these
trends are moving in a different direction.
Fiscal leadership that resonates with the international finance community is a must. Meaningful dialogue
and collaboration between the public and private sectors, resulting in evidence-based policy, are urgently
required. Realignment of policy to reduce costs, for government and business, are unavoidable if we are
to confidently position the Province for long-term economic growth. These are the building blocks of
good governance this Province needs to reinvigorate our economy and enable opportunities for Albertans.

What do Albertans need to prosper? Overview of the recommendations for Alberta Budget 2018-19
1. MAKE A REASONABLE PLAN TO BALANCE THE BUDGET –Persistent deficits and a ballooning debt burden
have eroded investors and lenders confidence in Alberta, and future generations’ prospects
diminish with each dollar we borrow. The 2018-19 Alberta Budget must outline a clear path to
balance that depends less on non-renewable resource revenues.
2. REDUCE THE LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY COST BURDEN ON BUSINESS – Conduct transparent and ongoing
cumulative effects analysis of regulatory costs for Alberta business and ensure provincial policy
supports the most competitive cost-environment in Canada.
3. DIVERSIFY AND EXPAND ALBERTA’S CORPORATE TAX BASE – Growth in emerging sectors will benefit from
government’s support to remove obstacles to private sector investment and working directly with
businesses to overcome external barriers to Alberta’s competitiveness in those sectors.
The ACC network believes these three steps will support Albertans’ prosperity in the short, medium and
long-term; we respectfully submit the following specific recommendations for consideration in developing
the 2018-19 Alberta Budget.
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The first step to support Albertans’ sustainable prosperity
Good leaders make hard choices - balance the Alberta Budget

By 2019, Albertans will
pay more in servicing the
debt on our operations
than we do to run the
Ministries of Labour,
Economic Development
and Trade, and Culture
and Tourism.

The Alberta Government has estimated that by the
2019-20 Budget, Albertans will pay over $1 billion
to service the debts on previous years’ operational
expenditures. In comparison, the combined
Ministries of Economic Development and Trade,
Culture and Tourism, and Labour will cost $872
million in 2019-20. Interest on debt payments are
eating away at the revenue government could
spend on core services or new programs – it also
reduces our ability to make Alberta a more
competitive jurisdiction for investment.

Borrowing and burdening future generations to
deliver services today is fiscally and, arguably,
morally irresponsible – no different than picking our
children’s pockets. Alternatively, investments in growth-enabling infrastructure will benefit future
Albertans and business has been supportive of making these smart investments.
Alberta 2017-18 Budget originally stated operational spending increases of 2.78% yet, measured against
actual spending1, these increased costs resulted in increases of 3.34%. Conversely, spending on capital
projects was reduced by nearly a billion dollars. The trend of spending priorities has not been moving in
the right direction. Business wants that trend to change for any new debt.
Living beyond your means is, by any measure, short-sighted and reflects poorly on our capabilities as a
province. There is growing consensus sharing this view. Since 2015, three institutional investment rating
agencies have collectively downgraded the Province’s credit rating six times and the economy was not to
blame. These downgrades reflect a lack of confidence in the Province’s fiscal management plan.
In its November 2017 Credit Opinion of the Province of Alberta, Moody’s Investors Services gave a rating
of Aa1 with a negative outlook stating it, “…could be revised back to stable if the Province successfully
contained deficits and stabilized debt accumulation, leading to stronger than expected outcomes.”ii At the
same time, the Opinion warns the rating could be further downgraded if the Province failed to,
“…successfully contain its deficits, resulting in greater than expected debt accumulation.”2
Alberta business acknowledges that achieving balance is no simple task. Hard decisions will be required
to cut program spending yet, to date, the Alberta Government has refrained from making any deep cuts
to health care and education. As those two departments make up 54% of the budget, they can no longer
be exempt from these hard decisions. As an example, if these departments had reduced their budgets by
10% in 2017 more than a quarter of the deficit for the same year would have been eliminated. Going
forward, government labour agreements due for renewal should be negotiated with a target of no staffing
increases and zero percent increases in salaries.
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As of the 2017-18 Second Quarter Fiscal Update and Economic Statement
Page 2, Moody’s Investors Services, 2017.
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Efficient Investments in Infrastructure
Alberta must continue to invest in infrastructure that will enable businesses to move their products to
buyers in Alberta, across Canada, and around the world. Without adequate roads, bridges, trains, and
pipelines, businesses will hit a wall in their ability to grow and create jobs. Similarly, communities need
infrastructure to service a growing population by providing schools, hospitals, sewage and water
treatment facilities, and other municipal services.
Getting the best possible return for tax dollars in the long term means procuring services and building
capital projects using methods which account for the full lifetime costs of these projects. In certain
circumstances, letting private companies carry the risk of building and maintaining capital projects can
help reduce long-term costs of schools, hospitals, and roads. For example, research by the Conference
Board of Canada in 2010 indicated the use of publicprivate partnerships (P3’s) would save Albertans a total
of $244 million in the completion and life-cycle
maintenance of the Anthony Henday Drive Ring Road
project in Edmonton3 while the completion of the
Northeast Stoney Trail Ring Road project would see
between $350 and $450 million savediii.

Public-Private
Partnerships (P3’s) will
save Albertans between
$594 million and $694
million in the
completion and
maintenance of
Edmonton and Calgary’s
ring roads.

In Budget 2017, the Alberta Government committed to
investing $29.5 billion over 4 years in its Capital Plan.
P3s may not always be the most cost-effective option
but to ensure Albertans are always receiving maximum
value for their tax dollars, every major capital project
should be considered and reviewed to identify if a P3
will save Albertans money and deliver optimal
outcomes.

Municipal government also face mounting pressures to build infrastructure that meets the needs of
citizens and businesses. When the Province’s capacity to backstop municipal debt declines because of
downgraded credit ratings, municipalities ability to build service roads and expand utilities also declines.
A balanced budget is a necessity to ensure the effective function and growth of our municipalities. The
Province can further support municipal infrastructure development by improving municipalities ability to
access innovative capital through P3 mechanisms and knowledge of how to implement P3 projects.

The Alberta Chambers of Commerce recommends the Government of Alberta,
USE FISCAL RESTRAINT AND:
1. Establish a long-term plan to achieve a balanced budget by limiting operational expenditure growth.
Maintain this policy until provincial economic performance is generating sustained government
revenues sufficient to support increased spending with overall rates of taxation and fee collection at
levels similar to the existing regime.
2. Adopt an ongoing position of fiscal restraint and controlled spending by launching a full program and
service review, including input from external stakeholders.
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Combining the southeast and northwest legs of the project.
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3. Consult broadly with external stakeholders regarding the optimal approach to stabilize government
revenues and expenditures, including an assessment of all available revenue options and tools.
4. Negotiate government labour agreements due for renewal with a target of no staffing increases and
zero percent increases in salaries until the current labour market improves sufficiently to justify wage
growth.
5. Report publicly on the results of cost-saving measures outlined in Budget 2017, including the actual
savings realized.
EFFICIENTLY INVEST IN EFFECTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE
6. Prepare for Alberta’s continued growth by maintaining the current five-year Capital Plan.
7. Promote public education and encourage the use of public-private partnerships (P3s) as an alternative
model for infrastructure growth and maintenance;
8. Evaluate the possibility of transforming the Alternative Capital Financing Office into a separate crown
corporation similar to those in British Columbia and Ontario; and
9. Provide guidance, information, and support to municipalities in the planning and administration of
public-private partnerships (P3’s).

How can the Alberta Government support the economy in
the coming years?
Reverse the trend of legislative and regulatory cost increases
Government resource revenues declined by $7.6 billion from 2014 to 2016, representing a loss of 15% of
total Provincial revenue. It is time for political leadership and honesty. Clearly, these forms of revenues
cannot be depended on to do two things the Alberta Government has said they can: repay debt and pay
for services.
New and more stable revenue sources must be found to ensure equitable government services for
Albertans in the long term. Fundamentally, the answer lies in an expanded corporate and personal tax
base resulting from stronger economic growth should be the fiscal goal for the Province. Government
should also lead a transparent and open conversation with Albertans as to how they pay their taxes, what
revenues the Government can and should take in, and what should be considered “core services”. In the
meantime, deficit spending must be coordinated and ultimately eliminated until government revenues
stabilize.
The impact of the cost-layering trend on Alberta’s fiscal situation is evident. In 2014, the Government
received nearly $5.8 billion from corporate taxes; in 2017, they will receive only $3.9 billion. Effectively,
one-third of revenues received from businesses have dried up even as the corporate tax rate was
increased. While this decrease has been partially due to external factors such as commodity prices and
global economics, over the last three years, businesses have consistently indicated that it has also been
driven by higher costs due to policy and regulations which have exacerbated impacts of external factors
and delayed private sector employers to recover.
Building a broader economic base starts with restoring the competitive advantage was Alberta’s hallmark
for decades. Competing jurisdictions, especially in the United States, are aggressively reducing the costs
of doing businesses. Alberta must do the same. Reducing costs associated with regulatory compliance,
specified taxes, employment legislation, and the like is critical. Recent increases to minimum wage, the
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introduction of and subsequent increase to the carbon levy, and myriad changes to labour and
environmental regulations have added up to a greater cost burden which is stifling business’ ability to
invest in growth, develop new products and services, and hire workers. This isn’t mere speculation,
businesses are speaking out about the realities of layered costs. In a recent survey, businesses reported,
on average, they are paying an additional $25,307.62 per year due to increases in the minimum wageiv.
Alberta’s carbon levy has also had a specific and
concentrated impact on the competitiveness of
Alberta’s oil and gas sector in that it is both
emissions intensive and highly exposed to global
competitors. With the reversal of previous
environmental regulatory changes made by the
Obama administration, producers in the United
States now have a distinct advantage over those
with a regulated price on carbon, further
deepening the threat to this critical sector.
Even when businesses are willing to adapt to
changes relating to environmental stewardship,
labour outcomes, and other new policies, each of
these changes takes away from the viability of
their overall operation. To ensure they do not go
under, businesses are often forced to lay off
workers. Each new cost layered on by new policy,
no matter how small, in the short term cumulates
to most strongly affect employees.

The small business tax
reduction means, at most,
a $5000 tax break. One
Calgary restauranteur
indicates recent
provincial employment
changes for statutory
holidays pay alone will
cost $40,000 - $50,000
in 2018.

Of those employees who are impacted by cost-layering, demographics such as youth and disabled workers
are the most vulnerable. A 2017 analysis by the Bank of Canada estimates that, nationwide, increases to
provincial minimum wages could result in the loss of 60,000 jobsv with young people likely to bear a
greater proportion of these job losses relative to other workers. Prior to the implementation of
regimented minimum wage hikes to $15 per hour by 2018, Alberta’s strong economy meant that only
1.7% of Albertans, the lowest proportion in Canada, made minimum wage. A more appropriate focus on
supporting business and the economy would undoubtedly result in better outcomes for all Albertans.
In 2016, the Government introduced a 1% decrease in the taxation rate of small businesses. In comparison
to the billions of dollars lost to increased regulatory and policy costs, this tax rate decrease has had a
minimal impact on the incentive to grow and operate a business in Alberta. New layers of costs have
emerged from every level of government and have a compounding impact on business. An analysis by the
Calgary Chamber of Commerce found that in 2018, cost increases due to policy changes in the City and
Province could be as high as $850,000 each year for businesses in Transport & Deliveryvi. In comparison,
the reduction in the small businesses tax rate will save Alberta businesses a maximum of $5000 per year.
One opportunity to immediately reduce costs and compliance burdens for small business is to eliminate
the duplicate accounting services needed to file tax returns in Alberta. Alberta is one of only two provinces
in Canada where businesses are required to file separate returns for provincial and corporate income
taxes.
In most provinces, corporate tax administration is done by Canada Revenue Agency (CRA). In Ontario, the
consolidation of corporate tax administrations is estimated to be saving Ontarian businesses over $136.7
million annuallyvii. Making this change would bring Alberta into line with the mainstream tax practices of
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the other province and send a clear message that government is willing to make balanced choices that
serve the public’s interest.

Consolidation of provincial
and federal corporate tax
administrations in Ontario is
estimated to be saving
businesses over $136.7
million annually.

A clear tax advantage is a clear differentiator
in attracting investment. In an integrated
market such as Alberta’s, more profits,
especially for larger firms, means the potential
to grow, taking on new and bigger projects.
This, ultimately, supports smaller firms who
can bid on and benefit from larger, corporate
growth. Together, reductions in both the
corporate and small business tax rates would
help Alberta become more competitive and
help get more Albertans back to work.

Going forward, evidence-based policy must
become the norm and with the priority of supporting growth in the economy. The Alberta Government
should review all future policy changes through the lens of how it will impact business and affect
businesses ability to grow.

Oil and gas sector support and advocacy
Reducing the costs for all business must be added to efforts to expand opportunities for growth. In the
medium term, this growth will be driven by Alberta’s strong oil and gas industries. Opportunities for
growth in these areas continue to exist and, if realized, will directly impact the prosperity of all Albertans.
As noted, the Government must support these opportunities by investing in infrastructure projects which
will support growth objectives. To identify and proactively develop these projects, a comprehensive
strategy should be developed and land secured when prices are low. Moreover, we should continue to
build Transportation and Utility Corridors (TUCs) which develop multiple infrastructure projects together,
reducing costs to Albertans and maximizing efficiency. In a 2014 study, it was estimated that the
development of a TUC between Fort McMurray and Peace River could reduce the costs of road
infrastructure by 26%, oil and gas infrastructure by 46%, and water and telecommunications
infrastructure by 50% relative to completing those projects separate from an integrated TUCviii.
Using TUC’s for infrastructure development not only improves efficiency through lower cost and
maintenance, it also reduces environmental impacts from development. Establishing TUC’s beyond the
Province’s border would help address Alberta’s limited access to foreign markets for hydrocarbon
products and support economic development for Indigenous communitiesix. Increased use of TUC’s in
Alberta would support provincial advocacy for the establishment of TUC’s beyond our borders.
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“The proposed national corridor is a visionary project that could unlock
extraordinary economic potential. A national corridor would greatly help
facilitate internal trade as well as increase access to foreign markets in
Asia and Europe, which is exactly what our great country needs.”4 x
Alberta must advocate more effectively for federal infrastructure and a regulatory environment that
supports the oil and gas sector. Cancelation of the Energy East Pipeline Project and oil tanker moratorium
on Canada’s west coast are just two of many recent examples where politicization of regulatory decisions
are hurting the prosperity of Albertans. Conservative ballpark estimates indicate provincial revenues,
directly, are down more than $2 billion from non-renewable resource revenue because we can’t get world
prices for Alberta productsxi.
Oil and gas revenues create growth in other sectors and enable delivery of services, like education, which
benefit future opportunities for economic diversification. Facilitating growth of the oil and gas sector for
the foreseeable future is Alberta’s path to replacing non-renewable resource revenues in the long term.

The Alberta Chambers of Commerce recommends the Government of Alberta,
REDUCE THE COST BURDEN ON BUSINESSES AND:
10. Delay any further increases in the carbon levy to ensure that businesses have sufficient time to adjust
to the costs associated with compliance.
11. Delay any further increases in Alberta’s minimum wage until businesses can adjust to growing cost
structures.
12. Reduce business tax compliance costs by working with the Government of Canada to consolidate the
collection and administration of provincial corporate income tax.
13. Reduce Alberta’s general corporate income tax rate to ten percent.
14. Ensure that the Alberta small business corporate tax rate applicable to Canadian-controlled private
corporations does not exceed the lowest tax rate in other Canadian provinces or territories.
SECURE GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FOR OIL AND GAS AND:
15. Continue to develop a province-wide transportation/utility corridor plan that will serve to integrate
all urban centres and regions in Alberta.
16. Implement this proactive plan by securing transportation/utility corridor rights of way throughout
Alberta with the potential for inter-urban rapid transit, freight networks, telecommunications,
regional municipal utilities, transmission lines, pipelines and the development of a comprehensive
transportation system.

4

Senator Joseph A. Day, Deputy Chair of the Standing Senate Committee on Banking, Trade and Commerce regarding
the development of a transportation corridor across Canada’s North.
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How can the Alberta Government support our long-term
success?
Support the sustainability of Alberta’s emerging industries
In the long-term, reducing the Province’s reliance on resource revenue will be sustained through the
diversification of Alberta’s tax base. Manufacturers in Alberta produced $62.6 billion in sales in 2016
accounting for 6.7% of the province’s total productionxii. Manufacturing and other sectors where Alberta
has distinct competitive advantages like agri-food and agricultural processing have incredible growth
potential yet, Alberta is either losing these
businesses to other jurisdictions or the potential
of businesses which stay remain untapped.
Research is needed in conjunction with industry
leaders to identify high-potential sectors,
understand their challenges, and remove barriers
to the growth of firms in these sectors. Sectors

The Province expects to
attract $3 billion to $5
billion in capital
investments through its
Petrochemical
Diversification Program.

With a well-established primary agriculture
sector, Alberta could leverage its high-quality
agricultural inputs to enhance the growth of firms
in the processing sectors. However, ensuring the
business
environment
supports
the
competitiveness of Alberta’s farmers and ranchers is vital to ensuring they can then support downstream
industries. The Federal Government’s Innovation Supercluster Initiative is currently accepting applications
to establish supports for scalable sectors through business-led proposals. Of the top contenders to receive
funding from the federal program are two proposals from Alberta regarding agricultural technologies and
innovative infrastructure design and implementation. These top proposals reflect the opportunities in
manufacturing and agriculture and identify where coordinated strategy and support should be provided.
A concerted effort should also be made to support the Federal government’s negotiation and
development of trade agreements, especially in Asian and European markets.
The Alberta Government has made important investments to unlock high-potential sectors through their
Petrochemicals Diversification Program and support businesses already positioned for growth through
their Alberta Investor Tax Credit and Capital Investment Tax Credit. It is expected that the Petrochemicals
Diversification Program will attract capital investments of between $3 billion and $5 billion, expanding a
growing industry whose sales currently exceed $14 billion annuallyxiii. We anticipate positive outcomes
from these programs and encourage the Alberta Government to expand and replicate the successes of
these programs with other sectors.

The Alberta Chambers of Commerce recommends the Government of Alberta,
SUPPORT EMERGING SECTORS AND:
17. Create a framework of policies, programs, and initiatives to unlock the potential of Alberta’s
manufacturing and processing sectors including sectors identified through the Federal Government’s
Innovation Supercluster Initiative.
SUPPORT EXPORT MARKET DIVERSIFICATION AND:
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18. Continue to show leadership on pipeline development to help diversify Alberta’s export markets.
19. Expand programming aimed at increasing small- and medium-sized businesses’ ability to export to
new markets.

Conclusion
Business, its health and growth, is the driver of prosperity. While the Alberta Government cannot create
prosperity for its citizens, it has a critical role to play in supporting businesses in accomplishing this goal.
Through Budget 2017-18, to support business-driven prosperity, the Alberta Government should outline
a clear path to fiscal balance that reduces our dependency on non-renewable resources. Doing so will
encourage investors today and will ensure future generations don’t have to pay the bill for current
spending. It should reverse the trend of layering new costs on businesses by reviewing how both new and
existing policies will impact business’ cost-structures. Doing so will help business grow and return Alberta
to being a competitive business environment. Finally, the Alberta Government should target emerging
sectors, working with businesses to remove external barriers to competitiveness and creating a pathway
to sustainable prosperity.
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